
EGG CRAFT - A GUIDE TO THE BASICS 

How to Blow Out Eggs

"Blown out" eggs are often required for craft projects that use empty, complete eggshells. 

• Clean the eggshell with a little soapy water.
• Grip the egg firmly.
• Using a large pin or skewer gently pierce both 

ends of the eggshell (top and  bottom). 
• The holes at the wider part (bottom) should be 

made slightly bigger, so you can get the egg 
contents out. 

• Using a cocktail stick or skewer insert it deep 
inside the egg to break the yolk up.

Decide how you want to blow out your eggs. 

• The traditional method is blowing air from your 
mouth, through the top (pointed end) by sealing 
your mouth over the top end of the shell, but if 
you don't want to use your mouth, you can also 
use a syringe (without sharp needle) to push air 
into the hole. 

• Hold the egg right above a bowl 
when you're blowing.  If you use 
clean    materials, you can save 
these partially beaten egg yolks 
and whites for other dishes in 
the future.  

• Once blown, rinse egg and leave 
in an egg carton to drain and dry.

Marking 

The Jem Egg Marker

The Jem Egg Marker is the recommended device to create 
and draw designs on the eggshell.  It is available from most 
Egg Craft Suppliers and comes with a stylus, pencil and 
instructions. It will accurately and easily mark your egg into 
sections, draw ovals, mark girth and much more.  Hold eggs 
from pigeon to ostrich.  RRP is £50.00

https://www.wikihow.com/Blow-Out-Eggs


Rubber Band

Another way of drawing a design on your egg is by using a wide rubber band, sharp 
pencil and tape measure to help create and draw basic designs on the eggshell.  See 
examples below.

Cutting The Eggshell

To cut the shell you will need a small rotary hand craft drill (Dremel is often used and 
recommended). You will also require a Dimond cutting disk between 4mm to 6mm.

• Draw circles, ovals, squiggles or other designs on the eggshell with a pencil for your cutaway 
design. 

• Put on protective glasses and dust mask.  Connect the Diamond cutting disk to the shaft 
attachment of the drill.

•Hold the egg in your hand and slowly 
sink the disk into the shell and begin 
cutting out the design areas, without 
applying too much pressure to the egg 
shell. 

•Experiment with drawing simple 
designs on the egg before tackling 
more intricate designs for cutting. 

To apply a Hinge

Only cut 1 inch of the shell at the desired hinge area see picture below.
   
Using a cocktail stick apply a small amount of high quality epoxy resin glue (Araldite rapid glue is 
recommended) to both hinge areas (top and bottom) making sure it is not near the hinge spindle.  



Place the hinge to the shell.  Allow to completely dry and 
ensure the hinge does not move while the glue is setting.

When dry, cut the remaining shell as in picture.

Painting

There are many methods of paining the shell from brush, 
sponging to spray paining.   All can provide a good finish. Sponge paining is the 
recommended choice.

Prior to paining, make sure the shell is clean and dust free. 

To sponge paint you will need:

Bath sponge
Water based craft paint

• Divide the bath sponge into several pieces 1inch square.

• Pour the water based paint into a plate.

• Dampen a sponge with water and wring it out 
thoroughly. Dip the sponge into the paint and blot 
excess onto newspaper. Practicing on a piece of 
cardboard, dab the sponge lightly over the shell and try 
rotating the sponge to dab out any bubbles or marks, 
continue until the surface of the shell is covered and 
smooth. When comfortable with the coverage, leave to 
dry. 

• Apply 2 - 4 coats of paint depending on colour of shell, 
avoid getting paint into hinge area.

Egg Decorating 

Many materials are used for decoration some include , transfers, filigrees, beads, braiding, lining 
and glittering.  A list of egg craft suppliers who supply all forms of decoration is at the end of this 
introduction to egg craft.

Applying Waterslide Transfers 

• Select transfer.

• Using a scissors cut around the design of the transfer, cutting as 
close to the design as possible.

• Place the transfer (print side down to prevent curling) into a saucer 
of lukewarm water (leave for 1 - 2 minutes).



• The transfer should begin to lift or slide away from the white backing paper.

• Using your finger and thumb slide the transfer out of the water and 
place directly on the desired area of the eggshell. 

• Move to position and pat down dry with a tissue.  

• Dry hands and rub your thumb over transfer to smooth out any 
creases or air bubbles.

• Using a hair dryer. Heat the transfer for a few seconds, this will melt 
the transfer to the shell.  

• Allow the shell to cool, then apply a clear water based varnish to the 
shell using either a brush, sponge or spay varnish.  Apply as many 
coats until the transfer feels smooth to touch.  Allowing each coat to 
dry completely between applications. 

Applying beads, filigrees and braiding.

To help balance your egg while decorating.  Use a bath sponge 
with a cut out hole to place the egg into.

To apply light decoration and braiding use a PVA craft glue.   
Apply to item by using a cocktail stick.

Heavier items will require a small amount of high quality epoxy 
resin glue (Araldite rapid glue is recommended).



Egg Stands

When you finish decorating your egg, its would not be complete without it 
being fixed to an egg stand.  Eggs stands can be purchased from Egg Craft 
Suppliers.  Some candle stick holders would also be suitable to use as a stand.  
Stands require a small amount of high quality epoxy resin glue.   

Eggs

Many different non protected bird eggs can be used, from a 
Quail through to an Ostrich eggshell.  Goose eggs are most 
commonly used  The following are also used for egg craft.

Quail, Pigeon, Pheasant, Guinea fowl, Chicken, Duck, 
Turkey, Rhea, Emu, Ostrich.

Egg Craft Suppliers 

https://www.eggstravaganza.co.uk
http://teepeecrafts.co.uk
https://eggersdelight.com

http://www.internationaleggartguild.com

https://www.eggstravaganza.co.uk
http://teepeecrafts.co.uk
https://eggersdelight.com



